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MID – TERM III (2012)  EXAMS

MATHS   FOR   P.4

NAME:__________________________________________ STREAM:______
SECTION  A.
1.   Add:   4 6  +  1 3 5

2.  Simplify:  2  +  2
                   6      6

3.  How many days are there in 3 weeks?

4.  Collect the like terms:
        6x  +  2y  +  3x  +  5y

5.  Name the polygon below:

6.  List all the odd numbers less than 15.

7.  Draw and show  1 5 6  on the abacus.

8. Express XXIX in Hindu Arabic numerals.

9.  Name the set symbol below.

                  ________________________

10. Work out 30 x 100 using the zero
      concept.

11. Find the missing number in the
     sequence:
             20,  24,  28,  32,  ______

12.  Reduce  3  to its lowest term.
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                   9

13.  If 1m = 100cm
       Change 4m  to centimeters.

14. Expand  7 9 2.

15.  Find angle m in the diagram below.

             67o

                    M

16.  Write 5 6 4 3 in words.

       ______________________________

      ______________________________

     _______________________________

17. Work out the difference of 98 and 24

18.  List all the factors of 12.

19. What is the time on the clock face
     below.
  

    ________________________________

20.   The cost if a chocolate is Sh. 1200.
        Find the cost of 3 similar chocolate.

21.  (a) Solve  x  +  6    =   10

       (b) If              ÷   9 = 18, find the 
            missing number.
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22.  James’ shop sell the following items:
ITEM PRICE
Cake
Water
Biscuit
Pencil

Shs. 500
Shs. 800
Shs. 300
Shs. 100

(a) Which is the most expensive item in
James shop?

(b) How much will Owen pay for 3 
biscuits?

(c) If Adrin has Shs. 5000 and bought 
4 cakes, how much did he remain
with?

23. Use <   >   or  =  to complete 
      correctly.

      (a)  5 x 0  ________ 5 + 0

      (b)  60 minutes _______1 hour.

      (c)  XXX  ________ XXIX

      (d)  2 weeks __________Fortnight.

24.  Given Set P = {a, b, c, d, e}
                     Q = {a,  e,  i, o,  u}
Represent the above information on the
venn diagram below.
      P                               Q

Find (i) P U Q.

   (ii) n(Q)

     (iii) n(P  Π  Q)

25.  Study the figure below and answer
       the questions.
                           

            A                          B

                C                 D
(a)  Name the line.

              
                (i) O P ___________________
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                 (ii) A B __________________

                 (iii) CD  _________________
          (b) Name part X.

          ____________________________

(c)  Find the diameter of the circle.

26. Subtract:    Km            m
                    4 5 0         3 0 0
                -   1 6 0         2 0 0

               __________________

(b)  Add:   Weeks           Days
                    6                 5
               +  3                 4

   __________________

27.  Simplify:   13   -   8     =
                      15      15

28.  (a) Name the quadrilateral below.

                                        5m

                     10m

      ______________________________

(b) How many right angles has the
quadrilateral named?

     (c)  Find its aea.

29. A man is 43 years old.  His wife is 33
     years old.

(a) Who is younger than the other?

      (b) Find the sum of their ages.

       (c)  Work out the difference of their
             age.

30. Write: Nine thousand nine hundred
               ninety two in figures.

   (b) What number has been expanded to
         get?
           (5 x 1000) + (3 x 100)  + (50)
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   (c)  Find the place value of 4 in the 
         number 34.9

31. Use  +    x    ÷    or  -  to complete correctly.

          (a)  9  _________3  =  6                       

(b) 12 _________2  =   6

          (c)  2  ________ 3   =  6

(d)  3  ________3    =  6

32. The graph below shows the number of apples eaten by four children.

                                                                              (a) How many apples did 
                                                                                             Mary eat?

                                                                                        (b) Who ate 4 apples?

                          

                MARY   TRACY    JOB      TOM

(c)  How many apples did Job eat more than Tracy?

          (d)  Find the total number of apples eaten by the four children.
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** The  End. **


